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This report summarises the monitoring as at 30 June 2012 of the Council‟s:
 Overall Borrowing Position
 Borrowing Activity
 Investment Activity
 Economic Forecast
 Prudential Indicators.

The treasury management monitoring report is noted.

DETAIL
Overall Borrowing Position
3.1

The table below details the estimated capital financing requirement (CFR) and
compares this with the estimated level of external debt at the 31 March 2013. The
CFR represents the underlying need for the Council to borrow to fund its fixed
assets and accumulated capital expenditure.

CFR at 1 April
Net Capital Expenditure
Less Loans Fund Principal Repayments
Estimated CFR 31 March
Less Funded by NPDO
Estimated Net CFR 31 March
Estimated External Borrowing at 31 March
Gap

3.2

Forecast

Budget

Forecast

Forecast

2012/13

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

256,617

254,791

270,656

280,157

32,988

32,988

27,525

13,534

(18,949)
270,656
(82,576)
188,080
160,407

(18,949)
268,830
(80,674)
188,156
160,365

(18,024)
280,157
(81,152)
199,005
160,407

(17,592)
276,099
(79,728)
196,371
160,407

27,673

27,791

38,598

35,964

Borrowing is currently estimated to be below the CFR for the period to 2012-13.
This reflects the approach taken to minimise surplus cash on deposit in order to
avoid overdue exposure to investment / credit worthiness risks. However if it
becomes clear that longer term interest rates are due to increase significantly the
position will be reviewed to ensure the Council locks in funding at low interest
rates.

3.3

The Council‟s estimated net capital financing requirement at the 30 June 2012 is
£188.080m. The table below shows how this has been financed. Whilst borrowing
is less than CFR there are substantial internal balances (mainly the General Fund)
of which £51.7m is currently invested.
Position
at
31/3/2012
£000's

Loans
Internal Balances
Less Investments & Deposits
Total

160,407

Position
at
30/6/2012
£000's
160,404

51,596

79,333

(37,962)

(51,657)

174,041

188,080

Borrowing Activity
3.4

The table below summarises the borrowing and repayment transactions in the
period 1 April 2012 to 30 June 2012.
Actual
£000's
External Loans Repaid 1 April to 30 June
2012
Borrowing undertaken 1 April to 30 June
2012
Net Movement in External Borrowing

3
0
3

3.5

One local bond was repaid in the period 1 April 2012 to 30 June 2012.

3.6

No new loans were taken out in the period 1 April 2012 to 30 June2012.

3.7

The table below summarises the movement in level and rate of temporary
borrowing at the start and end of the quarter. Owing to the levels of internal
balances and surplus costs temporary borrowing has been minimal.

Temp borrowing at 1 April 2012
Temp borrowing at 30 June 2012

£000s
534
534

% Rate
0.18
0.18

Investment Activity
3.8

The average rate of return achieved on the Council‟s investments to 30 June 2012
was 1.468% compared to the average LIBID rate for the same period of 0.442%
which demonstrates that the Council is achieving a reasonable rate of return on its
cash investments. At the 30 June 2012 the Council had £51.7m of short term
investment at an average rate of 1.42%. The table below details the counterparties
that the investments were placed with and the credit rating applicable for each of
the counterparties.

Counterparty
Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank of Scotland
Clydesdale Bank
Total
3.9

Investment
Rating
£
27.0m Short Term A-1, Long
Term A
23.0m Short Term A-1, Long
Term A
1.7m Short Term A-2, Long
Term BBB+
51.7m

All investments and deposits are in accordance with the Council‟s approved list of
counterparties and within the limits and parameters defined in the Treasury
Management Practices. The counterparty list is constructed based on
assessments by leading credit reference agencies adjusted for additional market
information available in respect of the counterparties.

3.10 The current market conditions have made investment decisions more difficult as
the number of counterparties which meet the Council‟s parameters has reduced
making it harder to achieve reasonable returns while limiting the exposure to any
one institution.
3.11 In response to the low investment returns available in the market and the reduced
likelihood of increases in base rate it has been decided to place fixed deposits with
the part nationalised banks for periods up to 12 months to increase returns without
significantly increasing the risks associated with the investments.
Economic Forecast
3.12 The economic background for the period to 30 June 2012 is shown in appendix 1.
Prudential Indicators
3.13 The prudential indicators for 2012-13 are attached in appendix 2.
For further information please contact Bruce West, Head of Strategic Finance 01546604220
Bruce West
Head of Strategic Finance
13 July 2012

Appendix 1

Economic background:


The economic outlook has generally weakened;



Demand on the high street was volatile, as a result of temporary distortions;



Employment rose and unemployment fell, but earnings growth remained
weak;



Inflation continued to fall;



The Bank and the HM Treasury announced measures to help the UK banking
sector;



The MPC indicated another tranche of quantitative easing (QE);



Gilt yields fell on the back of deteriorating economic data and safe-haven
flows from the euro-zone;



Sentiment towards the Eurozone alternately rose on the announcement of
measures to address the crisis, but then fell back as measures disappointed.

The weakening business surveys since the start of Q1 suggests that the economy
will be lucky to escape a third successive quarterly contraction (output shrunk by
0.4% in Q3 FY 11/12 and 0.3% in Q4 FY 11/12). Admittedly, the weighted output
balance of the CIPS/Markit surveys in April and May was at a level consistent with
quarterly expansion, albeit of only 0.2%. However it is not clear that the CIPS
surveys have improved on the detrimental impact on output of the extra bank holiday
for the Queen‟s Jubilee at the start of June.
The CIPS surveys does exclude the retail sector and high street spending, which
performed strongly in May on the official measure, following a weak, poor-weather
driven performance in April. Evidence for early June from the CBI‟s Distributive
Trades Survey suggests that the Jubilee holiday may have boosted spending.
Nevertheless, consumer confidence showed no signs of breaking out of its longdepressed state.
The labour market continued to perform relatively better. The Labour Force Survey
measure of employment rose by 166,000 in the three months to April, whilst
unemployment fell by 51,000 in the period February-April. The scale of the decline
was more modest than the rise in employment, with the number of people looking for
work outpacing jobs growth. The narrower claimant count measure of unemployment
did rise by 8,000 in May, the largest increase since September 2011.
Pay growth remained weak. Annual growth of overall average earnings rose from
0.8% to 1.9% in April as the poor bonus season ended. Excluding bonuses, growth
was only 1.8%. Given the rate of inflation over this period, real pay continued to fall
on an annual basis, an underlying drag on the consumer and therefore growth.

House prices trended downwards. The Nationwide measure fell in two of the three
months from April to June, with the annual rate of house price inflation declining from
-0.7% in May to -1.5% in June. The less timely Halifax measure also saw an overall
decline in prices over April and May.
Banks‟ funding costs eased over the quarter, reflecting actions by the Bank of
England and Treasury to boost liquidity. Two initiatives were announced in June - a
„funding for lending‟ scheme which would allow banks to temporarily “swap” their
assets with the Bank of England in return for money they could lend to customers,
and an emergency scheme that offered six-month low-cost liquidity to banks in
tranches of £5bn a month.
Costs, however, remained elevated and banks began to pass higher costs onto
borrowers. Borrowing rates on most types of new mortgages picked up in April and
May.
Trade data showed a sharp deterioration in April. The UK posted its second largest
monthly trade deficit on record, driven in large part by a widening of the gap between
exports and imports with countries outside the EU. Exports to the Eurozone also fell,
with weakness extending from the peripheral countries to what had previously been
perceived as strong economies like Germany.
The latest public finance figures also disappointed. While April‟s budget surplus was
the largest on record, this was flattered to the tune of £28bn by the transfer of a
share of the assets of the Royal Mail‟s pension fund to the public sector. Once
allowance was made for this, net borrowing for the first two months of the financial
year was almost £4bn higher than the equivalent period in 2011/12.
Inflation fell further in the second quarter. CPI inflation fell from 3.5% in March to
2.8% in May, driven by declines in fuel and food prices. Core inflation fell from 2.5%
to 2.2%.
The most striking development in inflationary pressures was in the price of oil, which
fell from $125 at the beginning of April to around $96 at the end of June, its lowest
level since early 2011.
Consistent with the decline in inflation, medium-term indicators of inflation suggested
that underlying price pressures remained weak. Household respondents to June‟s
YouGov/Citigroup inflation expectations survey predicted the annual rate of inflation
in a year's time would be 2.4%, the lowest year-ahead expectation since April 2010.
The MPC voted narrowly against pursuing more quantitative easing (QE) at its June
meeting. The consensus view was that the MPC would decide on further purchases
in July. The Governor of the Bank of England said in June that, as a consequence of
the Eurozone crisis, he was already more pessimistic than suggested by the
forecasts published in the Bank‟s Inflation Report only six weeks earlier.
As a result of, safe-haven flows from the Eurozone and the impact of QE,
government bond yields fell during the quarter, with ten year yields at one point
dropping below 1.5%, their lowest level ever.

After signs of acceleration in Q4 FY 11/12, the US economy‟s recovery lost
momentum. Total non-farm payroll employment was up only 69,000 in May, following
a similarly weak rise in April of 77,000. US retail sales values fell in April and May.
Market sentiment towards the Eurozone remained volatile as successive „rescue
packages‟ first raised, and then disappointed, expectations. The economic news
suggested that the Eurozone economy contracted sharply in the second quarter,
while Eurozone unemployment rose to 11.1% in May, the highest rate since the
creation of the euro in 1999.

Summary Outlook
The outlook for the global economy remains clouded with uncertainty. The UK
economy has struggled to generate a sustained recovery so this offers little hope for
a strong recovery in 2012, and possibly even into 2013. Consumer and business
confidence levels are generally low and it is not easy to see potential for a significant
increase in the growth rate in the short term.
Eurozone







Regular Euro-zone summits have yet to put in place the building blocks for a
long-term recovery;
The outcome of the French and Greek elections have emphasised the desire
of the southern nations states and France to see more of a growth agenda
than has been prevalent of late and also a potential move towards fiscal union;
Cash outflows from banks have generally been from the southern nation
states to Germany, Holland, Denmark and Finland.
The Germans remain reticent about fiscal union of any sort;
In the first week of July, the ECB cut the base lending rate to 0.75% from 1%
whilst the deposit rate was reduced to zero.

US







Economic prospects have disappointed in recent weeks with the key non-farm
payroll monthly figures tending to dip below 100,000 new jobs. For a proper,
robust recovery, something in the order of 200,000 new jobs needs to be
created each month.
Operation Twist remains in place, ensuring that long term funding costs are
forced down as well as the loose monetary policy at the short end of the curve;
However, in a typically fraught election year, the US still has to address
reducing the huge total of public debt and annual deficits but that will have to
wait until 2013 at the earliest;
Presidential elections are due in November 2012.

China



Falling inflation has opened the way for relaxing credit restrictions to boost
growth, which has been flagging;
Current expectations are that it will maintain a reasonable rate of growth,
though less than in previous years.

UK












Austerity measures, aimed at getting the public sector deficit into order over
the next four years, may start losing support unless the economy starts to
revive soon;
Some £80bn is going to be made available by the Government to the banks to
parcel through to business but it is not clear that all of this will be taken up;
The housing market, a gauge of consumer confidence, remains subdued
although house prices are being supported by the weak £ relative to some of
the other main currencies;
Economic forecasts for 2012 and beyond have been revised lower on a near
quarterly basis;
The Bank of England embarked on a £50bn third round of Quantitative Easing
(QE) at the start of July to stimulate economic activity. It is unlikely to be the
last tranche of QE and the total now stands at £375bn;
Inflation has eased from its peak of 5.2% (CPI) in September 2011, now
standing at 2.8% with the outlook brighter given commodity and oil prices
seem to be in decline, at least for the moment
“Safe haven” status has underpinned demand for gilts and kept yields at
historic lows. Unlikely to see material change in near term.

Sector’s forward view
Economic forecasting remains difficult with so many external influences weighing on
the UK. Key areas of uncertainty include:





The impact of the Euro-zone crisis on financial markets and the banking
sector;
The impact of the UK Government‟s austerity plan on confidence and growth;
Monetary policy action failing to stimulate growth in western economies;
The potential for weak growth or recession in the UK‟s main trading partners the EU and US;

The overall balance of risks remains weighted to the downside. Sector believes that
the longer run trend is for gilt yields and PWLB rates to rise due to the high volume of
gilt issuance in the UK, and the high volume of debt issuance in other major western
countries. However, near-term, QE is likely to depress yields and further QE
thereafter may lead to a reassessment of Sector‟s central forecast
Given the weak outlook for economic growth, Sector sees the prospects for any
interest rate changes before early 2014 as very limited indeed. There is potential for
the start of Bank Rate increases to be even further delayed if growth disappoints.

APPENDIX 2 : PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS
PRUDENTIAL INDICATOR
(1). EXTRACT FROM BUDGET AND RENT SETTING REPORT

32,988
32,988

32,988
32,988

27,525
27,525

2014/15
£ p
Forecast
Outturn
£'000
13,534
13,534

Ratio of financing costs to net revenue stream
Non - HRA

11.90%

11.90%

12.14%

13.40%

Net borrowing requirment
brought forward 1 April *
carried forward 31 March *
in year borrowing requirement

254,791
268,830
14,039

279,431
282,122
2,691

268,830
278,131
9,301

278,131
274,073
(4,058)

14,039
14,039

2,691
2,691

9,301
9,301

(4,058)
(4,058)

268,830
268,830

282,122
282,122

278,131
278,131

274,073
274,073

£ p
70.71

£ p
70.71

£ p
58.58

£ p
29.01

Capital Expenditure
Non - HRA
TOTAL

In year Capital Financing Requirement
Non - HRA
TOTAL
Capital Financing Requirement as at 31 March
Non - HRA
TOTAL
Incremental impact of capital investment decisions
Increase in Council Tax (band D) per annum

PRUDENTIAL INDICATOR
(2). TREASURY MANAGEMENT PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS

2012/13
£ p
Original
Estimate
£'000

2012/13
£'000

2012/13
£ p
Forecast
Outturn
£'000

2013/14
£'000

2013/14
Forecast
Outturn
£'000

2014/15
£'000

Authorised limit for external debt borrowing
other long term liabilities
TOTAL

231,000
90,000
321,000

231,000
89,000
320,000

240,000
88,000
328,000

Operational boundary for external debt borrowing
other long term liabilities
TOTAL

226,000
89,000
315,000

226,000
88,000
314,000

235,000
87,000
322,000

Upper limit for fixed interest rate exposure
Principal re fixed rate borrowing

180%

180%

180%

90%

90%

90%

£10m

£10m

£10m

Upper limit for variable rate exposure
Principal re variable rate borrowing
Upper limit for total principal sums invested for over 364 days
(per maturity date)

Maturity structure of new fixed rate borrowing during 2012/13
under 12 months
12 months and within 24 months
24 months and within 5 years
5 years and within 10 years
10 years and above

upper limit
30%
30%
30%
40%
80%

lower limit
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

